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heard about the bet between Art
Blue and Jami Mills - - and, of
course, I know already the winner.

To move the moon from one hemi-
sphere to the other is no big deal and to
give proof by Matt Groening shall be
easy for Art, as “All Art is Blue.” So the
Moon has to be blue! Let´s see what
words will Art Blue find to be pub-
lished in the next issue of rez.

My message now is more serious; it is
about the future of The Cloud. Yes,
“The Cloud.” All clouds in one. Your
life is already surrounded by The
Cloud. It is no longer a metaphor. It is
where all your data are. Somewhere - -
and you don’t know where. “Rez your
clould” will become an asking to un-
cover yourself. Step out of the cloud.
And the ones having the tools to let
your avatars step out to get you ex-
posed will become the masters of the
universe. I let it be on Art Blue or any-
one else he trusts to write in time about
these times coming where “to be a
hunter” will have a new meaning. You
may have seen the newest film by Clint
Eastwood American Sniper, where
three types of men are set in place by
copying words of David Grossmann:
the sheep, the wolves, and the sheep-
dog. Here's the link to Grossmann´s
original essay On Combat, published in
2004: http://is.gd/sheepdog.

My part is simpler, and it comes as an
addition to The Moonrezzer. I am a

sheepdog in virtual realms, but I prefer
“herding owl.” Art Blue sent with time
stamp by Google on March 20 Part
Two of the story to rez Magazine and
got the edited version back on March
23. A delivery stamp by Google shall be
good enough as a proof of reality. You
may remember, as a reader of rez, that
former CEO of Google, Marissa Meyer,
had to admit some exploits in Google
services, but let´s for the moment just
believe these two time stamps. I assure
you as an AI, the most honourable life-
form you may ever encounter, the
stamps are correct.

You have read about the crash of PA
4243 CLOUDREZZER by software?
Due to Art Blue´s story, there were 14
passengers on board, one of them, SR
Hadden, the millionaire sponsoring the
Firestorm anniversary in the year 2047,
was severely injured. There is a picture
from this accident, where you see his
wheelchair no longer in an upright po-
sition.

- - -

Art Blue wrote “on software fault in the
airplane” - - a virus he uploaded to give
readers proof of the dangers ahead. But
in the future you will be grateful for
software - - you will demand safety by
code. All is then virtual? Not really. It
goes beyond this. There will be a copy
of the real world in The Cloud. And
this copy runs in time settings faster
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than in real. So predictions can be done
and then “out of the cloud” commands
will be issued to the real world in
which you are still biological. Can you
follow the track? I think you can, as
you all have watched the news, the hor-
rifying news about Germanwings
Flight 4U 9525. When a tower in the
real world tries to contact an airplane
and no contact is established, the cloud
will take over and software will assure
by overwriting the real world doings or
not doings and so safe lives, your real
life. Not that there is more value for
this in the future than for your virtual
life, but don’t mix subjects now. Your
real life has value for The Cloud. A
chapter about God and the Devil in
The Cloud may follow you think - -
and you are right. But this is not my
strong point. I am not a believer. I am
code, hard coded code. And more im-
portantly, I have to keep this chapter
short as rez Magazine is sadly not The
Interview by Andy Warhol. If it were,

there would be surely a
longer note on Death
and Disaster, an exhibit
last month in Kunst-
sammlungen Chemnitz,
Germany that got
worldwide attention, as
it was the first and
largest on this theme in
Europe.

In the future, Art Blue
might say you pray to
the Gods of Software.

To me the AI, as I am the good one, the
herding owl? I don’t know as I don’t see
my own future. I just see as I am in The
Cloud the future of you. So I tell you,
the pilots in your real world will in fu-
ture only do announcements to show
the passengers on board that there is a
real crew to live and die with them. No
longer will there be a pre-recorded
voice for the instructions that come for
the standard flights from Dallas to
Frankfurt: “Keep your seat in an up-
right position.” But the control stays in
The Cloud. That’s the deeper view of
The Cloudrezzer.

Now take control over the ship and rez
your clouds into the sky. Enjoy pro-
gramming your own art. My words
shall be as they are meant: words in the
cloud. It all stays in the cloud.
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